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Three Theories
"Political Correctness" is the latest
manifestation of a very long-standing
phenomenon on the human scene. I want to
begin this discussion by setting it in the
appropriate perspective.
That perspective is best supplied by
going back to that Dr-Source of so much
philosophy, Plato's Republic. The Republic
features three interesting characters who provide
the stimulus for a division of political outlooks
into what I regard as the three major
fundamental alternatives - each of which has a
clear rationale to it and one of which has the
interesting feature of being the prevailing view
today and, I would argue, properly so. The three
are as follows.
Justice and the "Stronger party"
First there is the view advocated by the
Bad Guy in Republic: a chap named
Thrasymachus bursts in on the hitherto civilized
conversation in progress to announce that ~
knows what justice is - and it's not what you
thought! Justice, says he, is "the will of the
stronger party."
This view can reasonably get two rather
different reactions. On the one hand, it should
strike one as so implausible as to be slightly
crazy: obviously, we think, the "strength" of a
party is logically independent of that party's
justice. The strong can be either just or unjust,
and likewise with the weak. (Political
Correctness, as we shall see, comes very close to
inverting Thrasymachus view: justice, says it, is
the interest of the weaker party. But more of
that in a moment.)
On the other hand, one may well sense
that Thrasymachus is onto something here, but
what he has done is to change the subject a bit.
Justice is what the rulers should be pursuing.
But power is - all too often, anyway - what
they quite likely ~ pursuing. Thrasymachus'
view has come to be identified, especially after
the boost given it by Machiavelli 18 centuries
later, with the outlook of Political Science rather
than Political Philosophy. It is the "realistic"
view on politics. Or so it is said.
Platonism
Our second view is the one associated
with Plato himself, as represented by the
inimitable figure of Socrates. Justice is certainly
not the "interest of the stronger". It is, rather,
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the interest of the .I:!!kd, the people. And of
course their interest is to be good, to lead good
lives. So the just ruler will guard his people -
both from their external enemies and, more
important, from themselves as well. Government
will guide, goad, and if need be force people
into lives of virtue. If need be, it will drag them
kicking into that better life. And who knows
what the better life is? The wise, of course: the
philosopher-king!
Plato's view has, quite unsurprisingly,
appealed to the intellectual set ever since. After
all, it puts us into the driver's seat, doesn't it?
Rule by the wise is rule by the smart, the
intellectual, the people who have it figures out.
The ruled, by contrast, are the ignorant, the low-
brow, those in the grip of the lower parts of their
souls.
One small problem with this second view
is that even very bright people don't seem to be
entirely agreed on the subject of virtue. Just
which mold should we be pressing people into?
Is our model Alexander the Great? Is it
Beethoven? Is it Jesus Christ? Or something
else?
And are there really no limits to what we
can do by way of pressing them into the
aforementioned mold? How much pressure do
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we get to use? That is no trivial matter, as it will
tum out. But one thing is clear: we do get to
use quite a bit. And the fact that the people we
are pushing there don't particularly like it is not
a decisive, nor even a very serious, objection.
Complaints from that quarter can be ignored, for
after all, why listen to the ignorant?
The Liberal View of Government
This brings us to the third idea -
liberalism. According to it, justice has the end of
promoting the good of the people, the ruled, all
right: but in their view of what's good for them,
that is, each individual person's view of what is
good for that individual. To put it in the terms
of Jeremy Bentham, each of us is the final judge,
the ultimate authority, on what is good for him
or her. Others may suggest, advise, remonstrate:
but the decision is yours, not anyone else's. And
government is, strictly, the servant of the people.
St. Thomas Aquinas, in the 13th century,
clarified a point about this view, even though he
was not a liberal himself. Law, according to St.
Thomas, has the end of promoting the COmmon
good of the people. That is an extremely
important point, and a crucial one for liberalism.
For if we are taking the view that basically
people's own individual views of the good(s)
frame the proper end of political arrangements,
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then we have a problem. For we must expect
enormous diversity in those views; and given
diversity, we will likely have conflict. To
reconcile this, we must try to find what is
common.
Well, what is common in the midst of
such diversity? The clue to the answer to this
basic question is given by another character in
the Republic, Glaucon, who suggests that justice
is a sort of deal or contract among people.
Glaucon's answer was improved on classically
by Thomas Hobbes in the 17th Century, and still
more recently by a number of important thinkers,
notably David Gauthier. According to this
"contractariain" view, each person, given the
opportunity, might well behave like
Thrasymachus. But we aren't given that
opportunity. Instead, we are confronted with an
array of people more or less like ourselves. And
among such people, trying to get your way by
using ones own personal force is foolish. We
shall all lose if we try. Much better to negotiate
"convenient articles of peace," as Hobbes calls
his set of moral laws. And indeed, peace
becomes the good for politics - the value that
can unite us all. Everyone can make life
miserable for anyone else, and they in tum can
reply in kind. But if instead we agree to allow
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each other to do our own various things,
provided only that we refrain from doing so by
invading the others, then we shall all do better.
A lQ1 better, in fact.
Three Rationales
Each of these three positions
makes sense.
1. Thrasymachus challenges the whole
idea of morals and political principles at its root:
We're all trying to promote our own interests;
so if you are in a position of power, then you
should use it for that purpose, too. The purpose
of government, when you are the ruler, is to
transfer as much wealth as possible from your
subjects to yourself. The rest is bunkum.
2. Plato's view modifies Thrasymachus
view. The purpose of us all is to be as virtuous
as possible. So when you're in a position power
you should use it to promote the Good, i.e.,
Virtue. Of course, in order to do this, you have
to know what virtue is. But then, that's pretty
easy - we all have our ideas about that, right? I
am struck, for example, by the lady from the
Kalamazoo area who phoned in to the talk-show
on which I was interviewed yesterday, who
proclaimed that to teach your kids anything but
that alcohol and drugs were absolutely to be
avoided was just plain stupid. (It isn't clear
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whether that lady was a teetotaler. But probably
not.. ..)
3. Liberalism takes the original reasoning
to its logical extreme. Each of us wants to do the
best we can, yes. We created government, and it
is rational to do so only if, and insofar as, it
enables each of us get what we want. But if we
are each free to do whatever we want, with no
rules or restrictions, then we will in fact all do
much worse - we will be in what Hobbes called
the "war of all against all"; so we have to keep
people off each other's backs, leaving them free
to live the kind oflives they see to be good. And
we do this in the main by seeing Hobbes' point,
and agreeing to refrain from doing violence to
each other, except in self-defense. The trouble
with both Thrasymachus' view and Plato's is
essentially the same: both advocate a system in
which some people are to be allowed to push the
rest around. The Liberal proposes to forbid
pushing-around as such; we are to live by
agreements not by tussles. Liberalism appeals to
the rationality of each individual. That's why it's
right.
Liberalism has won the day over the past
four centuries - in principle, that is. By the end
of the 20th Century, nobody is going to~, in
public, that government exists in order to
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promote the ends of the Nazi Party or even the
Christians or the X's. We are all in this together,
and the aim is to enable each of us to live as
best we can on our own terms.
Enter Democracy
That's the theory, anyway, and everyone
plays lip service to it. But there is a catch. If this
end is to be served by government - that is to
say, by an agency that is authorized to make
laws and enforce them with severe penalties -
then how do we ensure that it will indeed respect
the rights of individual people? The popular
answer is by adopting political democracy.
Democracy, in fact, has swept the boards, and
just about every schoolteacher in the world
busily inculcates in their students the idea that
democracy is the be-all and end-all of political
systems.
Why? Well. Because Democracy is Rule
by the People, right? If the purpose of
government is to promote the individual values
of each individual person, then the rule by the
people must always be the way to go. No?
Well -- no, actually! As John Stuart Mill
pointed out, "rule by the people" means two
very different things. One is that ~ person
rules himself; the other is that each person.lllks
all the rest - that is, that each person participates
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equally in the rule of everybody.
It is this second interpretation that
describes, basically, the system we know of as
democracy, ll.Q1 the first. Individual rights, the
original focal point of liberal theory as it emerges
from Hobbes, Locke, and Kant, have but a
modest role to play, if any, in political
democracy. In that system, governments are
selected by periodic elections. It is essential that
those elections be fair, that people cannot easily
be deprived of their right to vote, and must fairly
often be provided with opportunities to use it.
But as to what the People can .d.Q with their
votes - what sort of governments they could
elect, and what sort of laws the lawmakers thus
unleashed on the public might do - that's another
matter altogether. No friend of democracy
should be allowed to forget, for example, that
Adolph Hitler was put in power by an election.
Most modem democracies have, in
addition, some constitutional-level provisions for
some individual rights - along with massive
facilities for obliterating them in practice. It is
this last subject that forms the background for
my talk today. Americans today live in a country
which has managed to put more of its own
citizens, per capita, in jail than any country in the
world today (and exceeded only by that of the
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Soviet Union in its heyday.) They live in a
country in which anybody can be sued for
anything, in which your house, car, or boat can
be confiscated virtually at the whim of any of a
half-dozen or more government agencies
purporting to protect the environment, or your
children, or the neighborhood; in which
government agents on the pretext of enforcing a
minor gun-law ordinance burned 96 people to
death for the sin of practicing an odd religion;
and in which the grand tradition of "free
enterprise" has become the right to have your
company run largely by various levels of
government. All this happened not despite, but
because of the operation of Democracy.
Democracy fuels misinterpretations of
any rights that might have been proclaimed.
Here's a wonderful example. We learn from
AMERICAN BEACH, Florida (AP) that a judge
ordered Domino's to start delivering to the
neighborhood. There is no Domino's franchise in
American Beach. A nearby outlet had refused to
deliver to the American Beach area because of
security concerns - prompting a federal lawsuit
by James and Joyce Robinson in which they
claimed that the franchise was violating their
civil rights. All but four of American Beach's 75
full-time residents are black. Before the order,
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American Beach residents were asked to meet
Domino's drivers at a convenience store. The
local Pizza Hut and Papa John's Pizza
restaurants delivered to the community. So the
Robinson's got the law after 'em. Nifty!
Democracy: A Reality Check
How is this possible? Easy! Democracy
is a system in which the rulers are motivated
largely by one thing: getting elected.
Theoretically you get elected by appealing to
The People, and that, theoretically, is done by
proposing to legislate and administer laws that
promote their interests. But what reason is there
to expect the man on the street to have the
foggiest idea of how to do that? And what does
he know about economics, fiscal policy, the
intentions and capabilities of foreign leaders, and
so on? He has a vague sense that some slogans
sound good, and he likes or dislikes the pictures
he sees on TV, and he may have some sense of
being better or worse off at this time than he was
in the period before the last election - but that's
about it. Under the circumstances, politicians can
be expected to do what they have always done:
to promise favors in the legislative assembly to
this, that, and the other special interest which
can promise to deliver a batch of votes to their
benefactor. In the assembly itself, the order of
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the day is horse-trading: you vote for my special
legislation favoring group X, and I'll vote for
yours favoring Y. The favor in question benefits
X and Y a bit - and does so at the expense of
everybody, this being usually a pretty minor
expense for each person, and in fact one that
the citizen is unlikely even to be aware of He is
told that his taxes go to promote the public
good, and the only question is which particular
version of the public good it is going to go to
promote. The citizen is hardly equipped even to
address this question, and generally does not do
so.
And above all, the citizen is brought up
in an environment of respect for authority.
Children pledge allegiance to the flag, which is
to say, to the government in power, whatever it
may be. Citizens are told to Obey the Law - !lQl
to do what is right, unless that happens to be in
accord with the law. It is not painting the
situation in too extreme terms to say that
modern democracy is a rather peculiar, and
somewhat tepid, form of fascism. "Obey the
Law!" in a democracy means "Obey the
Majority!" - doesn't it? And how can ~ be
wrong about anything? After all, they are the
Voice of the People - no? In a democracy, the
wielding of force by those in authority is claimed
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to have the imprimatur of The People - so it
must be all right, yes?
Well, No. The majority is the voice of
~ of the people; and the only thing it has said
is "OK; we'll put this guy in office!" What that
has to do with much of anything is an open
question. The people they elect only speak "for"
them in the sense that they managed to get
elected by them.
or are the people they elect the only
problem, though they are quite problem enough.
Consider now the people appointed by the
people they elected - the administrators, the
Secretaries of this and that, and the innumerable
employees who carry out the assorted programs
they undertake with our money. Their
motivation doesn't include getting elected,
though it often does include trying to make sure
that the people who gave them their jobs get re-
elected. More generally, their motivation is (a)
to have the cushiest and most secure job
possible, with (b) the maximum amount of
power to order various people around, especially
including The People whom they are, according
to us and Plato, supposed to be "serving".
This is no trivial matter. People have
been known to murder people at the command
of their bosses: they'd rather kill than resign.
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And as to wrecking other people's lives - no
problem at all folk's! All they need is the
appropriate signature on the appropriate piece of
paper, or better yet the spoken and untraceable
word, that "authorizes" them to do what is
"necessary" to carry out the Important Program
for an Important Public Object that it is their job
to administer - and anything goes. Officers in
wartime will send people to their deaths quite
routinely, especially if a promotion for it is in
prospect; and underlings in bureaus will consign
thousands to lifetimes of frustration for the same
reason. (There's a wonderful example, described
on The Internet recently, from France).
"M. Maurice Papon was an official in the
French state - or what was left of it - in 1942.
His signature figures on the order to arrest Jews
in the Bordeaux region and send them by convoy
to Nazi camps. (1500 Jews from the Bordeaux
region were deported in this manner to
extermination camps, where nearly all perished.)
Papon was not harassed at the time of
Liberation. He even joined De Gaulle, and later
became his head (?) of police ....,,1
The situation here may be summarized as
a process of erosion from the great liberal
principle that the People shall Rule to the great
Thrasymachian principle that the People Shall Be
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Ruled, by successive stages of removal from
responsibility to those who matter - you and me,
the customers -- to those who are able to exploit
us, the bureaucrats, legislators, police, and so
on. All power corrupts, said Lord Acton, and
absolute power corrupts absolutely. Put
someone into a position of power, and his
Thrasymachean instincts are likely to be
released.
Just why this is so - why people love
power over other people - is imperfectly
understood. But it's hardly surprising. Ifpeople
are in your power, then they do what you want.
And if they're in your power, then you aren't in
theirs. Kill or be killed, etc. This is cave-man
logic, of course; and a lot of us thought we had
learned to do better - to adopt the attitude of
live-and-let-Iive. But Politics takes us back to
the cave.
Power and Ideology
This - perhaps to your surprise - brings
us to the subject of Political Correctness. Or
rather, it brings us to the point where we can
now look al the other, more immediate, piece of
background. People in positions of power love
to misuse it, but in a democracy especially, they
need excuses. Those who "authorize" them to
push other people around must do so on the
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basis of something that is catchy enough to
appeal to the public when it appears in a
campaign speech. There are familiar features of
ordinary human nature that make it quite easy to
provide this. In particular, two: (a) Fear; and (b)
Ignorance. Either one taken separately, while a
problem, is normally fixable with effort; but if
you put the two together, you have a pretty
potent combination.
Catchwords or "sound-bites" - 'global
warming!', 'crime in the streets', 'the homeless',
'child abuse!', and so on, work wonderfully well
in this area. They hook onto fears in a
wonderfully effective way, and they appeal to
ignorance by implying simplicity. They raise
spectres, and the natural follow-up is that We,
the power--wielders, will Do Something About
it!
What they will, do, by virtue of their
position of power and authority is decide who
the good guys are and who the bad guys are; and
they will help the good guys and punish the bad
guys. And the rest of us will pay for it all. It's
a neat set-up. The administrator collects thank-
yous from the people he's helped, and gets his
picture in the media as they hand him bouquets
and such; the bad guys are also exposed in the
media, getting their just comeuppance.
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Not shown in the media, normally, is the bill.
Under the circumstances, we shall expect
several things.
First, of course, a steady diet of crises, of
exposes of appropriate villains and witches.
What we shall nQ1 expect is business as usual, of
people being left to run their own lives. If the
intellectuals have done their job, then the public
will be receptive to the idea that there are evil
people out there and that they can only be dealt
with by the Central Authorities,
Second, a steady diet of "programs."
These will invariably be found to be insufficiently
effectual, and the solution will always be said by
the administrators to require a bigger budget.
Third, a fair number of people are going
to get seriously hurt, or in some cases, killed.
The kill ratio among the Mayans, who we are
told had a habit of slaughtering a few thousand
people every now and then on the public altars,
was probably higher, but it's the same general
idea: let's sacrifice a few people to the gods to
show 'em who's boss. However, the more usual
sacrifice is of one's job, property, and/or
reputation, all of which are very much on the line
for people who come within sights of the
administrators of de relevant programs. And
that's just about everybody, nowadays.
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Political Correctness
Political Correctness, in the specific
sense in which it has become an issue in current
times, has to do with party lines. The general
structure of a Party Line goes something like
this. (1) There is a prevailing general ideology,
as we may call it; (2) there is an application of
that ideology, or rather, an attempted application
or interpretation of it, into certain more specific
domains, such that (3) pressure is put upon
officials and administrators in the agency, usually
the government to go along with those
interpretations, even though they are disputable,
and (4) the relevant citizens or subjects of the
agency in question are subject to punishment and
harassment if they do not conform to the dictates
for general behavior derived from (2).
To take a paradigm example, there were
once some quite active Communists on my
campus, claiming, as usual, to be Marxists - that
was their "general ideology"; the standard
interpretation they operated on was Maoist -
Communist China could do no wrong. Fellow
members of the organization spouted Maoist,
rather than Stalinist or other sorts of Marxist
rhetoric and were drummed out of the group if
they didn't go along; and finally, members of the
general public, and officials of the University and
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others, were subjected to pretty high levels of
verbal abuse for doing the sort of things that the
Enemy was expected to do, and one would see
cheap-newsprint, red-ink bold-headlined posters
on a remarkable percentage of the available
square footage of wall surface around campus
proclaiming the evils of this or that such enemy,
or extolling the virtues of Chairman Mao's wise
decision to do this or that. I still recall the day
when the Maoists fell from power: the very next
day, all those wall spaces were plastered with
posters proclaiming the paradisaical nature of -
you guesses it - Albania!
I mention this last development to
illustrate something about this whole set of
phenomena: the party line can easily switch 180
degrees overnight. There is a reason for this.
Let's go back to Thrasymachus.
Remember, he's the one who forthrightly
proclaims that the point of ruling is to lord it
over people and get rich at their expense. The
remarkable thing about Thrasymachus in Plato's
dialogue is that he's so out-and-out. In actual
life, however, that is a very bad idea. Few of us
actually like being lorded over for its own sake.
Therefore, the nuvo Thrasymachus is subtler.
He proclaims that all these expensive measures
are for our own good. It doesn't matter a fig
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whether they actually are, of course: what
matters is that we, the unwitting public think
they are and are therefore willing to elect people
who will keep the Thrasymachean administrator
administrating. Successful tyrants, by and large,
claim to be our fiiend. They act for our good.
Your modern Thrasymachus looks
indistinguishable from Plato. Indeed, Plato is
Thrasymachus with cap and gown.
Some Examples
Let's look at a few examples.
The last time I was here at Western
Michigan, some of you may remember, I talked
about the Environment. Contemporary
environmentalism is getting up into the trillion
dollar class of administrative initiatives. It is a
politician's dream come true. After all, the
environment is Mom - "Mother Earth," and
there's no way any aspiring politician is going to
be caught looking like the "enemy of the
environment". And why should he be? For what
the politician is a fiiend of lliL1 the environment
- it's environmentalism, another matter
altogether. Never mind that blue boxes and
saving gas and burning your knuckles on
cardboard coffee cups instead of nice effective
Styrofoam ones, and so on, are objectively
pointless. All you need to do is ~ what I've
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just said, and you're in the PC doghouse, folks!
Thus in 1992, a huge "Earth Summit"
enacted in Rio de Janerio, easily worth a
hundred million dollars to local hoteliers and
restaurateurs, for the purpose of calling the
people of the world to account on the matter of
global warming. And they persuaded no less than
154 secretaries of the interior around the world
to "voluntarily commit themselves" to
substantial reductions in "greenhouse gas
emissions" - programs whose cost, if they were
actually followed through, would have mounted
well over the trillion-dollar level by this time
- and they did this on the basis of claims about
global warming that were based entirely on
computer projections that were known by
climatologists to be wildly inaccurate. In fact,
while the world was given the impression that
"scientists agree" that global warming was
happening and was a big problem and was due to
human activity, as a matter of fact, though, in a
1992 survey of members of the only two
professional scientific societies who actually
know anything about the subject, "only 18
percent thought some global warming had
occurred, 33 percent said insufficient
information existed to tell, and 49 percent
believed no warming had taken place."2
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And 90 percent agreed that climate changes are
the order of the day (or more precisely
millennium) and that in the current state of the
art, nobody could say whether human activities
had anything whatever to do with it and that in
any case it must be precious little. But students
of journalism have much to learn from all this.
After all, only 49 % - a minority! - actually think
that no warming has occurred. That leaves 51%
who think it possibly might have. And so there's
your headline: "Majority of scientists say
global warming is possible". In a democracy
you don't need anything better than that - the
votes are already there, folks!
Another dandy set of examples concern
race and sex. In the contemporary folklore,
women can do no wrong - except unless they (a)
profess to agree with men on some topic of
current political interest, or (b) extol the virtues
of stable marriage and staying home to raise a
family. And contemporary PC wisdom has
managed to combine what one might think to be
the incombinable: on the one hand, women are in
all respects men's equals, and so it is
discrilnination to keep them off of firefighting
teams, or the marines, or whatever; and yet (b)
the laws must be fantastically protective of them
on the sexual front. "Sexual harassment" is the
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order of the day.
The sexual harassment industry is a
fascinating one, and deserves some kind of
special award for the ingenuity with which it has
managed to warp its way into major power-
brokering on what one might have
thought was a rather personal and subjective
matter. As indeed it is. It's so personal and
subjective that the claim that A has been
"sexually harassing" B is such a subtle matter
that the woman's sheer say-so is taken to
be sufficient "evidence" of offence. Needless to
say, this is a rule that plays directly into the
hands of the politically ambitious. At my own
university, one of the leaders of the local feminist
student organizations on campus managed to get
a professor put on half pay - in his case, a loss of
about $45,OOO/year- by accusing him of trying
to make out with her in a tent on a field trip
containing 15 people of mixed sexes. The
President of our University, who made the final
decision, allowed as how it had come down to
her word against the professor's - there was no
other evidence - and he had "judged" that it was
she who spoke the truth. Several other cases of
similar standing have gone through the system
since, though I am pleased to report that in the
latest one, the administration lost.
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The sexual politics industry has scored
big on the economic front as well. We are all
familiar with the claim that women get only 70%
of the wages or salaries that men do, I imagine. I
still hear this figure bandied about, even though
it is known - by those who trouble to investigate
- that that figure represents the average
of all employed women, about half of whom are
in part-time jobs. If you correct for that, and a
few other subtler but obviously relevant things,
you'll find that the proclaimed disparity, in any
meaningful sense, has gone up in the smoke from
which it emerged in the first place.
One Canadian professor went to the
trouble of investigating the facts about hiring in
Canadian academia over the past several
decades. The statistics on this matter are
remarkably complete, being based on a data-base
of 100% of the relevant cases. And what they
showed was that if there was any discrimination
in hiring in Canadian universities since 1964, it
was either against males, or else so subtle that
even statistics based on 100% of the cases didn't
reveal it. Moreover, in the past few years, the
probability of being hired if you are a female has
become several times what it is if the applicant is
a male. But women confronted with these facts
either claim that the statistics are biased, or they
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point out that even now, a lot less women than
men go into mathematics and engineering, and
so there! The possibility that maybe less women
are interested in such subjects is not allowed to
count
Though it is not often counted as PC, I
would suggest that drugs should also be
classified under its capacious umbrella. Here
again we have a quite spectacular achievement,
after all: what with some millions of Americans
jailed owing to violations of the drug laws over
the last couple of decades - about 400,000 are
there directly for that reason right now - and
many thousands of people killed in the drug
trade, either victims of crossfire among pushers
or between people in the trade and law
enforcement agencies. All this carnage, and
all these lives wasted, are in the name of - well,
what? That drugs are bad for you? So are lots of
things, of course, and whether drugs are any
worse, on the whole, is discussable. But to get
into that issue is to miss the point, which is that
to put people in jail, or confiscate their property,
for consuming things that are bad for them is not
what the American political system is supposed
to be about - unless, of course, you think that in
a democracy anything goes The drug laws are
nannyism in just about its purest, and certainly
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its most virulent form. It's easy to see why it's
PC to be aghast at the prospect of people taking
drugs, though: there's money and power to be
made from being aghast in the right degree and
at the right time and place.
Summing Up
Political Correctness is not a new thing,
except in degree and in the perhaps surprising
circumstances in which it has risen to recent
attention here in the democratic west. It is a
familiar phenomenon with many names: empire-
building will do; so will 'rent-seeking', a more
upscale economics-literature term for it. It
consists, essentially, in labeling something, and
consequently some people, as evil - the "bad
guys" - and devising laws or regulations that
enable the administrator of same to give people a
hard time in the name of The Good. Rules will
be enacted prescribing that the least little bit of
Evil must be eradicated - Zero Tolerance is the
watchword of the PC administrator - and so
large penalties can be imposed for "crimes" as
defined by the administrators. That the "cure" is
a great deal worse than the disease is obvious, in
most cases. But it will be easy to ignore that,
because the costs are widely diffused and easily
overlooked by most people, while the ones on
whom they fall more spectacularly are, after all,
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sinners who are getting what they deserve, right?
Political Correctness enables the
powerful to exert their powers with impunity.
Is there a cure for this? That depends on
what you have in mind by a "cure". The problem
of government since Plato has been this: Who
Guards the Guardians? The modem answer is:
We do, We the People. But The People are the
problem: for what a majority of people will
authorize legislators to do, is to Git their
Enemies, and so long as people think that that's
perfectly OK, we shall have the sort of
phenomena we have been seeing.
The title of my paper was going to be
Political Correctness Today. This title
understandably is taken to mean, what is the
state of PC now, in 1998, as compared with
what it was, say, back in 1992 when I wrote my
half of a book on the subject? But as you can
see, my message is pretty much that it's Business
As Usual. What I have done instead is to update
my views on this perennial subject. They have
not mellowed with time.
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NOTES
1. Pierre Foglia "Par ignorance et commodite" -
La Presse, Saturday, 25 October 1997.
2. Cited by Laura Jones in her Introduction to
the Fraser Institute, volume Global Warming
(Vancouver, 1997), p. 8.
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